S7770  STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO  (9/16/1972-6/23/1977)  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Detective/mystery series which follows the exploits of San Francisco Police detective Lt. Mike Stone (Malden) and detective Steve Keller (Douglas).

Bird of prey  (11/21/1974)

Credits: director, Virgil Vogel ; writer, Guerdon Trueblood.
Cast: Karl Malden, Michael Douglas, Dennis Cole.
Summary: Two decorated Air Force colonels, one a former POW in Vietnam, are the suspects in the strangulation murders of several Bay-area women.

I ain't marchin’ anymore  (10/10/1974)

Credits: director, Paul Stanley ; writers, John Wilder, Albert Ruben.
Cast: Karl Malden, Michael Douglas, Don Stroud.
Summary: Steve (Keller) joins the ranks of underground Vietnam War resisters to investigate the murder of a Marine deserter.

Target red  (9/26/1974)

Credits: director, Barry Crane ; writer, Rick Husky.
Cast: Karl Malden, Michael Douglas, Bill Bixby.
Summary: Jerry Schilling (Bixby) is a meticulous merciless assassin, a former government agent and Vietnam veteran, who has been hired by a right-wing cabal to murder a visiting Chinese diplomat.

Brewin, Bob. “TV’s newest villain: The Vietnam veteran” [GB]
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